The Briars Special Early Learning Centre Code of Ethics

“Respect and Courtesy”

At The Briars we treat each other with dignity and respect.

We...

... value each person for who they are and for what they contribute to the centre.

...understand that to value others we need to be compassionate, to listen to their opinions, ideas and acknowledge their skills. We believe people work in different ways and learn from each other by listening, being patient and reflective.

...speak and act in a friendly manner, greeting each other on arrival and demonstrating care for others by listening and responding politely. We accept help and advice when needed and respectfully encourage each other to share fun and enjoyment.

...support one another by developing strong working relationships and communicate to reach a consensus where all viewpoints are considered. We support one another demonstrating the ability to compromise and assist each other in a helpful and respectful manner.

...value open conversation and honest discussion where we are given equal opportunity and are encouraged to share new ideas, strategies and other interesting information related to our individual professional development.

We never forget to celebrate success!